F BALDACCI  Baldacci, David. Redemption / Grand Central Publishing, 2019
Confronted by the first murder suspect of his early career while visiting his hometown, FBI detective Amos Decker reexamines startling connections to another crime that make him question if he arrested the wrong man years earlier.

F CALLAGHAN  Callaghan, Barry. All the lonely people: collected stories / Exile Editions, 2018
"Short stories, like tiny novels you drown in, filled with people of our modern moment who find in every instance some trick of survival, that remarkable homage to human resourcefulness. Callaghan's writing is wide-ranging but often takes the perspective of a marginal individual's view of the human experience. These tales are told in a variety of voices: street hustlers, priests, blues singers, Holocaust survivors, cross-dressers, paramilitary snipers, even those we may euphemistically consider the "ordinary"--all of them authentic, and all would subscribe to the maxim that "happiness is overrated." The dialogue is true to speech as it is spoken, shot through with humour, piercing sadness and puzzling beauty."

F FRANCIS  Francis, Felix. Crisis / G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2018
When a mysterious fire at a stable kills six thoroughbred horses as well as a human being that no one can account for, Harrison Foster investigates the Chadwick Family, a dysfunctional horse racing dynasty.

Baring her soul in an anonymous survey for a marital happiness study, Alice catalogues her stale marriage, unsatisfying job and unfavorable prospects and begins to question virtually every aspect of her life.

F GREANEY  Greaney, Mark. Mission critical / Berkley, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC, 2019
"Court Gentry's flight on a CIA transport plane is interrupted when a security team brings a hooded man aboard. The mysterious passenger is being transported to England where a joint CIA/MI6 team will interrogate him about a mole in Langley. When they land at an isolated airbase in the UK, they are attacked by a hostile force that kidnaps the prisoner. Gentry, the lone survivor, is ordered to track down the assassins and rescue the asset. In Virginia, an assault on a CIA safe house leaves dead and wounded agents littering a suburban neighborhood. The object of the attack is Court's former lover, Zoya Zakharova. She escapes, but with a team of killers on her trail. Now, two different agents on two different continents are battling blind against the impossible--but each may be holding the piece the other needs to fight their way out"--

F HAN  Han, Kang. The white book / Hogarth, 2019
A lyrical exploration of personal grief, conveyed through the prism of the color white, finds a nameless writer grappling with a haunting family tragedy involving the infancy death of her older sister.
Joe Leaphorn may have retired from the Tribal Police, but he finds himself knee-deep in a perplexing case involving a priceless artifact--a reminder of a dark time in Navajo history. Joe's been hired to find a missing biil, a traditional dress that had been donated to the Navajo Nation. His investigation takes a sinister turn when the leading suspect dies under mysterious circumstances and Leaphorn himself receives anonymous warnings to beware--witchcraft is afoot.

F HOAG  Hoag, Tami. Dust to dust / Bantam Books, 2000
An Internal Affairs officer is dead of an apparent suicide, but detective Sam Kovac is sure the death is a result of foul play.

F HODGSON  Hodgson, Antonia. The last confession of Thomas Hawkins / Hodder & Stoughton, 2015
Spring, 1728. A young, well-dressed man is dragged through the streets of London to the gallows at Tyburn. The crowds jeer and curse as he passes, calling him a murderer. He tries to remain calm. His name is Tom Hawkins and he is innocent. Somehow he has to prove it, before the rope squeezes the life out of him. It is, of course, all his own fault. He was happy with Kitty Sparks. Life was good. He should never have told the most dangerous criminal in London that he was 'bored and looking for adventure'. He should never have offered to help Henrietta Howard, the king's mistress, in her desperate struggles with a brutal husband. And most of all, he should never have trusted the witty, calculating Queen Caroline. She has promised him a royal pardon if he holds his tongue but then again, there is nothing more silent than a hanged man. Based loosely on actual events, Antonia Hodgson's new novel is both a sequel to The Devil in the Marshalsea and a standalone historical mystery. From the gilded cage of the Court to the wicked freedoms of the slums, it reveals a world both seductive and deadly. And it continues the rake's progress of Tom Hawkins - assuming he can find a way to survive the noose ...

F HURWITZ  Hurwitz, Gregg Andrew. Out of the dark / Minotaur Books, 2019
"Evan Smoak returns in Gregg Hurwitz's #1 international bestselling Orphan X series. Taken from a group home at age twelve, Evan Smoak was raised and trained as part of the Orphan Program, an off-the-books operation designed to create deniable intelligence assets--i.e. assassins. Evan was Orphan X. He broke with the Program, using everything he learned to disappear and reinvent himself as the Nowhere Man, a man who helps the truly desperate when no one else can. But now Evan's past is catching up to him. Someone at the very highest level of government has been trying to eliminate every trace of the Orphan Program by killing all the remaining Orphans and their trainers. After Evan's mentor and the only father he ever knew was killed, he decided to strike back. His target is the man who started the Program and who is now the most heavily guarded person in the world: the President of the United States. But President Bennett knows that Orphan X is after him and, using weapons of his own, he's decided to counter-attack. Bennett activates the one man who has the skills and experience to track down and take out Orphan X--the first recruit of the Program, Orphan A. With Evan devoting all his skills, resources, and intelligence to find a way through the layers of security that surround the President, suddenly he also has to protect himself against the deadliest of opponents. It's Orphan vs. Orphan with the future of the country--even the world--on the line."
F JENOFF  Jenoff, Pam.  The lost girls of Paris / Park Row Books, 2019
1946, Manhattan. One morning while passing through Grand Central Terminal on her way to work, Grace Healey finds an abandoned suitcase tucked beneath a bench. Unable to resist her own curiosity, Grace opens the suitcase, where she discovers a dozen photographs--each of a different woman. In a moment of impulse, Grace takes the photographs and quickly leaves the station. Grace soon learns that the suitcase belonged to a woman named Eleanor Trigg, leader of a network of female secret agents who were deployed out of London during the war. Twelve of these women were sent to Occupied Europe as couriers and radio operators to aid the resistance, but they never returned home, their fates a mystery. Setting out to learn the truth behind the women in the photographs, Grace finds herself drawn to a young mother turned agent named Marie, whose daring mission overseas reveals a remarkable story of friendship, valor and betrayal.

F KARST  Karst, Leslie.  A measure of murder: a Sally Solari mystery / Worldwide Mystery, 2018
Restauranteur Sally Solari balances work at her family's Italian restaurant with investigation of the suspicious death of a tenor in her chorus.

F KHALIFA  Khalbah, Khlid.  Death is hard work / Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2019
"Abdel Latif, an old man from the Aleppo region, dies peacefully in a hospital bed in Damascus. His final wish, conveyed to his youngest son, Bolbol, is to be buried in the family plot in their ancestral village of Anabiya. Though Abdel was hardly an ideal father, and though Bolbol is estranged from his siblings, this conscientious son persuades his older brother Hussein and his sister Fatima to accompany him and the body to Anabiya, which is, after all, only a two-hour drive from Damascus. There’s only one problem: Their country is a war zone. With the landscape of their childhood now a labyrinth of competing armies whose actions are at once arbitrary and lethal, the siblings’ decision to set aside their differences and honor their father’s request quickly balloons from a minor commitment into an epic and life-threatening quest. Syria, however, is no longer a place for heroes, and the decisions the family must make along the way, as they find themselves captured and recaptured, interrogated, imprisoned, and bombed, will prove to have enormous consequences for all of them."

F KIM  Kim, Un-Su.  The plotters / Doubleday, 2019
In an alternate-reality Seoul, South Korea, where assassination guilds compete for dominance, Reseng uncovers a scheme set into motion by a trio of young women, forcing him to decide if he will remain a pawn of the plotters who control the city's criminals.

F LEON  Leon, Donna.  Unto us a son is given / Atlantic Monthly Press, 2019
"Your situation is always ambiguous, isn’t it, Guido?” his father-in-law, Count Orazio Falier, observes of Donna Leon’s soulful detective, Guido Brunetti, at the beginning of her superb 28th Brunetti novel, Unto Us A Son Is Given. 'The world we live in makes that necessary,' Brunetti presciently replies. Count Falier was urging his Venetian son-in-law to investigate, and preferably intervene in, the seemingly innocent plan of the Count’s best friend, the elderly Gonzalo Rodriguez de Tejada, to adopt a much younger man as his son. Under Italian inheritance laws this man would then be heir to Gonzalo’s entire fortune, a prospect Gonzalo’s friends find appalling. For his part, Brunetti wonders why the old man, a close family friend, can’t be allowed his pleasure in peace. And yet, what seems innocent on the Venetian surface can cause tsunamis beneath. Gonzalo unexpectedly, and literally, drops
dead on the street, and one of his friends just arrived in Venice for the memorial service is
strangled in her hotel room, having earlier sent Gonzalo an email saying “We are the only
ones who know you cannot do this, referring to the adoption. Now with an urgent case to
solve, Brunetti reluctantly untangles the long-hidden mystery in Gonzalo’s life that ultimately
led to murder, a resolution that brings him way more pain than satisfaction. Once again,
Donna Leon brilliantly plumbs the twists and turns of the human condition, reuniting us with
some of crime fiction’s most memorable and enduring characters”--

F LESTER  Lester, Natasha. The Paris seamstress / Forever, 2018
When Fabienne Bissette attends the annual Met Gala for an exhibit honoring her grandmother
Estella, a famed designer, she begins to learn more about her grandmother’s past, uncovering
a story of tragedy, heartbreak, and secrets.

F MACKINTOSH  Mackintosh, Clare. I see you / Berkley, 2017
A dark and claustrophobic thriller in which a normal, everyday woman becomes trapped in the
confines of her normal, everyday world. Every morning and evening, Zoe Walker takes the
same route to the train station, waits at a certain place on the platform, and finds her
favorite spot in the car, never suspecting that someone is watching her. During her commute
home one night, while glancing through her local paper, Zoe sees a grainy photo of her own
face staring back at her, along with a phone number and listing for a website called
findtheone.com. Other women begin appearing in the same ad, a different one every day, and
Zoe realizes they've become the victims of increasingly violent crimes. With the help of a
determined cop, she uncovers the ad's twisted purpose … a discovery that turns her paranoia
into full-blown panic. Zoe is sure that someone close to her has set her up as the next target.
And now that man on the train--the one smiling at Zoe from across the car--could be more
than just a friendly stranger.

F MAYOR  Mayor, Archer. The surrogate thief / Warner Books, 2004
Over the years investigator Joe Gunther has battled drug pushers and corporate swindlers,
grappled with environmental conspirators, and foiled gangs and home invaders. But while
usually successful in his fight for the future of the small town of Brattleboro, Vermont,
Gunther hasn’t always come out on top. Thirty years earlier, store owner Klaus Oberfeldt was
robbed and beaten senseless. When Klaus died six months later, a case of assault and battery
became first-degree murder. The guilty man eventually appeared to be a well-known, small-
time crook, but enough time had elapsed for him to vanish. Gunther, distracted by his wife's
losing struggle with cancer in the same hospital where Klaus was slipping from life, did
something that would plague him for the rest of his career: He let the case go cold, burying it
in the past along with his private sorrows. Now serendipitously reopened, the Oberfeldt
investigation forces Gunther to revisit ancient history and open old wounds. Torn between
righting the past and confronting his demons, the veteran cop faces the most personal and
dangerous case of his career. For somewhere on the idyllic Brattleboro streets stalks a long-
lost murderer who never quite disappeared - and with Joe's renewed interest, now has good
reason to kill again.

F MCCALL SMITH VARG 1  McCall Smith, Alexander. The Department of Sensitive Crimes /
Pantheon Books, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, 2019
"The detectives who work in Malmo Police's Department of Sensitive Crimes take their job
very seriously. The lead detective, Ulf Varg, prioritizes his cases above even his dog's mental
health. Then there are detectives Anna Bengsdotter, who keeps her relationship with Varg
professional even as she realizes she's developing feelings for him, or at least for his car, and
Carl Holgersson, first to arrive in the morning and last to leave, who would never read his
colleagues' personal correspondence--unless it could help solve a crime, of course. Finally,
there's Erik Nykvist, who peppers conversations with anecdotes about fly fishing. Along with
an opinionated local police officer named Blomquist, the Department of Sensitive Crimes
takes on three extremely strange cases. First, the detectives investigate how and why a local
business owner was stabbed in the back of the knee. Next, a young woman's imaginary
boyfriend goes missing. And, in the final investigation, Varg must determine whether
nocturnal visitations at a local spa have a supernatural element."--

F McCracken  McCracken, Elizabeth.  Bowlaway: a novel / Ecco, an imprint of
HarperCollinsPublishers, 2019
"A sweeping and enchanting new novel from the widely beloved, award-winning author
Elizabeth McCracken about three generations of an unconventional New England family who
own and operate a candlepin bowling alley. From the day she is discovered unconscious in a
New England cemetery at the turn of the twentieth century--nothing but a bowling ball, a
candlepin, and fifteen pounds of gold on her person--Bertha Truitt is an enigma to everyone in
Salford, Massachusetts. She has no past to speak of, or at least none she is willing to reveal,
and her mysterious origin scandalizes and intrigues the townspeople, as does her choice to
marry and start a family with Leviticus Sprague, the doctor who revived her. But Bertha is
plucky, tenacious, and entrepreneurial, and the bowling alley she opens quickly becomes
Salford's most defining landmark--with Bertha its most notable resident. When Bertha dies in a
freak accident, her past resurfaces in the form of a heretofore-unheard-of son, who arrives in
Salford claiming he is heir apparent to Truitt Alleys. Soon it becomes clear that, even in her
death, Bertha's defining spirit and the implications of her obfuscations live on, infecting and
affecting future generations through inheritance battles, murky paternities, and hidden wills.
In a voice laced with insight and her signature sharp humor, Elizabeth McCracken has written
an epic family saga set against the backdrop of twentieth-century America. Bowlaway is both
a stunning feat of language and a brilliant unraveling of a family's myths and secrets, its
passions and betrayals, and the ties that bind and the rifts that divide. "--

F McGuire  McGuire, Seanan.  In an absent dream / A Tom Doherty Associates Book, 2019
"Every Heart a Doorway racked up comparisons to C. S. Lewis and Lewis Carroll, and the
Wayward Children series has delighted and mesmerized readers. This fourth entry tells the
origin story of Lundy, a very serious young girl who would rather study and dream than
become a respectable housewife and live up to the expectations of the world around her. As
well she should. When she finds a doorway to a world founded on logic and reason, riddles
and lies, she thinks she's found her paradise. Alas, everything costs at the goblin market, and
when her time there is drawing to a close, she makes the kind of bargain that never plays out
well. For anyone . . ."--

F Michaels  Michaels, Fern.  Far and away / Kensington Publishing Corp., 2019
With her three extraordinary friends by her side, Sophie De Luca is ready to confront a
terrible wrong that occurred within her new house decades ago.

F Naigle  Naigle, Nancy.  The secret ingredient / Hallmark Publishing, 2018
When Andrew sees Kelly, it stirs up old feelings. But when they are set to compete against
each other at a bake-off, they'll both realize their true desires.
"A young man, Ben, meets a young woman, Kate--and they begin to fall in love. From their first meeting, Ben knows Kate is unworldly and fanciful, so at first he isn't that concerned when she tells him about the recurring dream she's had since childhood. In the dream, she's transported to the past, where she lives a second life as Emilia, the mistress of a nobleman in Elizabethan England. But for Kate, the dream becomes increasingly real and compelling until it threatens to overwhelm her life."--

Seasoned pro golfer Travis McKinley is cruising toward a new season when he misses a putt on the 18th green. Just like that, he's down and out and off the Senior Tour, his career all but dead. Then Travis is visited by a mysterious stranger whose vision is clear. Go back to the beginning. The very beginning. Taking his advice both literally and to heart, Travis and his family travel to their ancestral home - Scotland. In the place where golf was born, he's able to look beyond getting the round ball in the round hole. And when Travis steps onto the Old Course at St. Andrews, the magic of the game takes over.

F PATTERSON BOO 58 Patterson, James. French twist / Bookshots / Little, Brown and Company, 2017
Gorgeous women are dropping dead at upscale department stores in New York City. Detective Luc Moncrief and Detective Katherine Burke are close to solving the mystery, but looks can be deceiving....

F PATTERSON WOM 18 Patterson, James. The 18th abduction / Little, Brown and Company, 2019
For a trio of colleagues, an innocent night out after class ends in a deadly torture session. They vanish without a clue--until a body turns up. With the safety of San Francisco's entire school system as stake, Lindsay Boxer has never been under more pressure. To solve the School Night case, Lindsay turns to her best friend, investigative journalist Cindy Thomas, as the chief of police and the press clamor for an arrest. Together, Lindsay and Cindy take new approaches, and unexpected facts about the victims leave them stunned.

"The Dark Net is real. An anonymous and often criminal arena that exists in the secret, far reaches of the Web, some use it to manage Bitcoins, pirate movies and music, or traffic in drugs and stolen goods. And now, an ancient darkness is gathering there as well. These demons are threatening to spread virally into the real world unless they can be stopped by members of a ragtag crew: Twelve-year-old Hannah, who has been fitted with the Oculus, a high-tech visual prosthetic to combat her blindness ... Lela, a technophobic journalist, ... Mike Juniper--a one-time child evangelist who suffers from personal and literal demons--has an arsenal of weapons stored in the basement of the homeless shelter he runs. And Derek, a hacker with a cause, believes himself a soldier of the Internet, part of a cyber army akin to Anonymous. They have no idea what the Dark Net really contains."--
Mystery writers of America presents odd partners: an anthology / Ballantine Books, 2019

"Throughout the annals of fiction, there have been many celebrated detective teams: Sherlock Holmes and John Watson. Nick and Nora Charles. Hercule Poirot and Arthur Hastings. Thomas and Charlotte Pitt. The latter were the creation of beloved mystery writer Anne Perry, the editor of Odd Partners. With this collection, Perry has enlisted some of today's best mystery writers to craft all-new stories about unlikely couples who join forces--sometimes unwillingly--to solve a mystery. From Perry's own entry, in which an English sergeant and his German counterpart set out to find a missing soldier during WWI, to William Kent Krueger's story of a fly-fisherman and a gray wolf in the Minnesota woods trying to protect their land from a brash billionaire, to Robert Dugoni's psychological tale of an airplane passenger who wakes up unsure of who he is and must enlist his fellow passengers to help him remember, each mystery deals in the complexities of human (and animal) interactions. The collection features stories by New York Times bestselling authors Ace Atkins, Allison Brennan, and Robert Dugoni, as well as Edgar Award winner Joe R. Lansdale and selected members of Mystery Writers of America. With each author's signature brand of suspense, these stories give new meaning to the word "teamwork"--"

Perry, Anne. Triple jeopardy / Ballantine Books, 2019

"Young lawyer Daniel Pitt must defend a British diplomat who's accused of a theft that may hide a deadly crime in this compelling novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Twenty-one Days. Daniel Pitt, along with his parents, Charlotte and Thomas, is delighted that his sister Jemima has returned to London from the States for a visit. But it's not on the happiest of terms, since a violent theft just before her departure has left Jemima's good friend frightened and missing a treasured family heirloom. The thief appears to be a man named Sydney--a British diplomat stationed in America who, in a cowardly move, has fled to London, claiming diplomatic immunity. But when Daniel is forced to defend Sydney in court, he grows suspicious that he's not getting the whole story; so the lawyer puts on his detective hat to search out what information may be missing. With the help of plucky scientist Miriam Blackwood, Daniel parses through the evidence, and what begins as a stolen necklace turns out to have implications in crimes far greater--including a possible murder"--

Petrie, Nicholas. Light it up / G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2018

Combat veteran Peter Ash leaves a simple life rebuilding hiking trails in Oregon to help his good friend Henry Nygaard, whose daughter runs a Denver security company that protects cash-rich cannabis entrepreneurs from modern-day highwaymen. Henry's son-in-law and the company's operations manager were carrying a large sum of client money when their vehicle vanished without a trace, leaving Henry's daughter and her company vulnerable.

Rendell, Ruth. A spot of folly: ten and a quarter new tales of murder and mayhem / Open Road Integrated Media, 2018

"Tales of mystery, madness, terrible crimes, and chilling perdition"--Back cover.

Ruffin, Maurice Carlos. We cast a shadow: a novel / One World, 2019

"In a near-future Southern city, everyone is talking about a new experimental medical procedure that boasts unprecedented success rates. In a society plagued by racism, segregation, and private prisons, this operation saves lives with a controversial method--by turning people white. Like any father, our unnamed narrator just wants the best for his son Nigel, a biracial boy whose black birthmark is getting bigger by the day. But in order to afford
Nigel's whiteness operation, our narrator must make partner as one of the few black associates at his law firm, jumping through a series of increasingly absurd hoops—from diversity committees to plantation tours to equality activist groups—in a tragicomic quest to protect his son. This electrifying, suspenseful novel is, at once, a razor-sharp satire of surviving racism in America and a profoundly moving family story. In the tradition of Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man, We Cast a Shadow fearlessly shines a light on the violence we inherit, and on the desperate things we do for the ones we love"--

It was a relatively minor criminal matter, but enough that the U.S. Marshals obtained a warrant to enter the home. They didn't expect to unearth trophies from a score of killings. Now Davenport is on the trail of a serial murderer, one who was able to operate for years without notice or suspicion. But there's even more to this killer than meets the eye.

F SCOTTOLINE Scottoline, Lisa. Someone knows / G. P. Putnam's Sons, 2019
Allie Garvey is heading home to the funeral of a childhood friend. Allie is not only grief-stricken, she's full of dread. Because going home means seeing the other two people with whom she shares an unbearable secret. Allie has been haunted for two decades by what she and the others did, and by the fact that she never told a soul. The dark secret has eaten away at her, distancing her from everyone she loves, including her husband. Because she wasn't punished by the law, Allie has punished herself, and it's a life sentence. Now, Allie stands on the precipice of losing everything. She's ready for a reckoning, determined to learn how the prank went so horribly wrong. She digs to unearth the truth, but reaches a shocking conclusion that she never saw coming. --

F TAYLOR Taylor, Elizabeth. Mrs. Palfrey at the Claremont / Virago, 2016
"On a rainy Sunday afternoon in January, Mrs. Palfrey, recently widowed, arrives at the Claremont Hotel where she will spend her remaining days. Her fellow residents are a mixed bunch -- magnificently flawed and eccentric -- living off crumbs of affection and an obsessive interest in the relentless round of hotel meals. Together, upper lips stiffened, they fight off their twin enemies: boredom and the Grim Reaper. And then one day, Mrs. Palfrey encounters the handsome young writer Ludo, and learns that even old can fall in love"--Page 4 of cover.

F WILDER Wilder, Thornton. The eighth day / Amereon House: 1967
"The best thing he ever wrote," observed Edmund Wilson of Thornton Wilder's National Book Award winner The Eighth Day (1967), an enthralling novel that shows Wilder revisiting the small-town America of Our Town to fashion a philosophical whodunit. A wrongful conviction for murder and a daring rescue lead to a meditation on justice, destiny, and "the impassioned will," for which "nothing is impossible."

F WINSLOW Winslow, Don. The border / William Morrow, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, 2019
"For over forty years, Art Keller has been on the front lines of America's longest conflict: The War On Drugs. His obsession to defeat the world's most powerful, wealthy, and lethal kingpin—the godfather of the Sinaloa Cartel, Adan Barrera—has left him bloody and scarred, cost him people he loves, even taken a piece of his soul. Now Keller is elevated to the highest ranks of the DEA, only to find that in destroying one monster he has created thirty more that are wreaking even more chaos and suffering in his beloved Mexico. But not just there. Barrera's
final legacy is the heroin epidemic scourging America. Throwing himself into the gap to stem the deadly flow, Keller finds himself surrounded by enemies--men that want to kill him, politicians that want to destroy him, and worse, the unimaginable--an incoming administration that's in bed with the very drug traffickers that Keller is trying to bring down. Art Keller is at war with not only the cartels, but with his own government. And the long fight has taught him more than he ever imagined. Now, he learns the final lesson--there are no borders. In a story that moves from deserts south of the border to Wall Street, from the slums of Guatemala to the marbled corridors of Washington, D.C., Winslow follows a new generation of narcos, the cops that fight them, the street traffickers, the addicts, the politicians, money-launderers, real-estate moguls and mere children fleeing the violence for the chance of a life in a new country."

**F WINSPEAR MD 15**


When Catherine Saxon, an American correspondent reporting on the war in Europe, is found murdered in her London digs, news of her death is concealed by British authorities. Serving as a linchpin between Scotland Yard and the Secret Service, Robert MacFarlane pays a visit to Maisie Dobbs, seeking her help. He is accompanied by an agent from the US Department of Justice--Mark Scott, the American who helped Maisie get out of Hitler's Munich in 1938. MacFarlane asks Maisie to work with Scott to uncover the truth about Saxon’s death. As the Germans unleash the full terror of their blitzkrieg upon the British Isles, raining death and destruction from the skies, Maisie must balance the demands of solving this dangerous case with her need to protect Anna, the young evacuee she has grown to love and wants to adopt. Entangled in an investigation linked to the power of wartime propaganda and American political intrigue being played out in Britain, Maisie will face losing her dearest friend--and the possibility that she might be falling in love again.

**NON-FICTION**

**158.128 SHR**

Shriver, Maria. *I've been thinking...: reflections, prayers, and meditations for a meaningful life / Pamela Dorman Books/Viking, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC*, 2018

"As a prominent woman juggling many roles, Maria Shriver knows just how surprising, unpredictable, and stressful everyday life can be. In this moving and powerful book, she shares inspiring quotes, prayers, and reflections designed to get readers thinking, get them feeling, get them laughing, and help them in their journey to what she calls The Open Field - a place of acceptance, purpose, and passion - a place of joy."

**248.4 OST**

Osteen, Joel. *Next level thinking: 10 powerful thoughts for a successful and abundant life / FaithWords*, 2018

"Joel Osteen writes that we weren't created to go through life weighed down by the past. God has destined us to rise higher-to the next level. When we leave behind the negative mind-sets, the scarcity mentality, and the limits others have put on us, we'll experience the life of victory, favor, and abundance that was meant for us all along" -- From Amazon.com summary.

**248.843 GEO**

George, Elizabeth. *Creating a beautiful life / Harvest House Publishers*, 2018

Each new day presents opportunities to grow your faith, manage your work and your goals, and make good use of the time God gives you. But making the right choices moment by
moment isn't easy. And the first decisions of your day can affect the next 16 hours--for better or for worse. Prepare to create a more beautiful and productive life and make each day more meaningful. God's best awaits you when you choose to live His way!

"Nothing gives church folk anxiety quite like the subject of sex. And that's why in Shameless, Pastor Nadia sets out to reclaim the conversation for a new generation. In the spirit of Martin Luther, Bolz-Weber calls for a reformation of the way believers understand and express their sexuality. To make her case, Bolz-Weber draws on experiences from her own life as well as her parishioners', then puts them side by side with biblical narrative and theology to explore what the church has taught and about sex, and the harm that has often come as a result. Along the way, Bolz-Weber reexamines patriarchy, gender, and sexual orientation with candor but also with hope--because, as she writes, "I believe that the Gospel can heal the pain that even the church has caused." As with her previous books, Bolz-Weber offers an honest, affirming and intellectually robust experience on the pages that speak to skeptic and believer alike"--

304.2509 BLO Blom, Philipp. Nature's mutiny: how the little Ice Age of the long seventeenth century transformed the West and shaped the present / Liveright Publishing Corporation, a division of W.W. Norton & Company, 2019
"The hints of an impending environmental crisis appeared as early as the 1570s, as winters grew colder and crops diminished. By the turn of the seventeenth century, the temperature had plummeted so drastically that Mediterranean harbors were covered with ice, birds were dropping frozen out of the sky, and enterprising Londoners erected semipermanent frost fairs on a frozen Thames--with bustling kiosks, taverns, and even brothels. Chronicling the dramatic turmoil and the long-lasting consequences of this 'Little Ice Age,' best-selling historian Philipp Blom reveals how a new, radically altered Europe emerged out of environmental cataclysm. Showing how the drastic weather patterns decimated entire harvests across the European continent, this book describes how populations fled the starvation and civil unrest in the countryside to burgeoning urban centers, where the emergence of early capitalistic markets sparked the transformation of European cities. The political and cultural ramifications were no less drastic. Moving from political to intellectual events and to the arts, Blom evokes the era's most exquisite paintings, like Hendrick Avercamp's surreal depiction of an idyllic community on the ice in Winter Landscape, as well as the revolutionary ideas of Enlightenment figures, who, like Montaigne in his Essais, imagined novel worldviews to cope with what seemed like nature's vicious scourge against humankind. Now, as we face a climate crisis of our own, Blom offers exigent ways of understanding this history of the 'Little Ice Age' in light of our own society's fraught relationship with the environment. 'There must be hope, Blom concludes, but only if we are willing to learn from the past. Ultimately, this book offers an essential parable of how societies struggle to survive when violent environmental changes threaten the very fabric of their civilization.'--Dust jacket

304.28 WAL Wallace-Wells, David. The uninhabitable earth: life after warming / Tim Duggan Books, 2019
"It is worse, much worse, than you think. If your anxiety about global warming is dominated by fears of sea-level rise, you are barely scratching the surface of what terrors are possible. In California, wildfires now rage year-round, destroying thousands of homes. Across the US, "500-year" storms pummel communities month after month, and floods displace tens of
millions annually. This is only a preview of the changes to come. And they are coming fast. Without a revolution in how billions of humans conduct their lives, parts of the Earth could become close to uninhabitable, and other parts horrifically inhospitable, as soon as the end of this century. In his travelogue of our near future, David Wallace-Wells brings into stark relief the climate troubles that await—food shortages, refugee emergencies, and other crises that will reshape the globe. But the world will be remade by warming in more profound ways as well, transforming our politics, our culture, our relationship to technology, and our sense of history. It will be all-encompassing, shaping and distorting nearly every aspect of human life as it is lived today. Like An Inconvenient Truth and Silent Spring before it, The Uninhabitable Earth is both a meditation on the devastation we have brought upon ourselves and an impassioned call to action. For just as the world was brought to the brink of catastrophe within the span of a lifetime, the responsibility to avoid it now belongs to a single generation—

305.4889 BER Bernard, Emily. Black is the body: stories from my grandmother’s time, my mother’s time, and mine / Alfred A. Knopf, 2019
"A collection of essays on race"--

320.973 TOM Tomasky, Michael. If we can keep it: how the republic collapsed and how it might be saved / Liveright Publishing Corporation, a division of W.W. Norton & Company, 2019
Presents a revisionist assessment of the origins of political polarization in America that outlines ambitious recommendations in the areas of ranked-choice voting, at-large congressional elections, and civics education.

The author of "The Rose of Martinique" presents a history of the interdependence of sugar, slavery and colonial settlement in the New World through the story of the author's ancestors, exploring the myriad connections between sugar cultivation and her family's identity, genealogy and financial stability.

The story of a young man fighting to recover from a devastating psychotic break and the mother who refuses to give up on him. Zack McDermott, a 26-year-old Brooklyn public defender, woke up one morning convinced he was being filmed, Truman Show-style, as part of an audition for a TV pilot. This was it - his big dreams were finally coming true. Every passerby was an actor; every car would magically stop for him; everything he saw was a cue from "The Producer" to help inspire the performance of a lifetime. After a manic spree around Manhattan, Zack, who is bipolar, was arrested on a subway platform and admitted to Bellevue Hospital.

353.4653 POW Powell, Sidney K. Licensed to lie: exposing corruption in the Department of Justice / CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2018
"This true legal thriller debunks everything the media and government told us about its destruction of the venerable accounting firm Arthur Andersen, Merrill Lynch executives who did one business transaction with Enron, the prosecution of Alaska Senator Ted Stevens, and
more. The common thread through it all is a cabal of narcissistic federal prosecutors who broke all the rules and rose to great power." -- from back cover.

364.1523 KEE Keefe, Patrick Radden. Say nothing: a true story of murder and memory in Northern Ireland / Doubleday, 2019
"From award-winning New Yorker staff writer Patrick Radden Keefe, a stunning, intricate narrative about a notorious killing in Northern Ireland and its devastating repercussions. In December 1972, Jean McConville, a thirty-eight-year-old mother of ten, was dragged from her Belfast home by masked intruders, her children clinging to her legs. They never saw her again. Her abduction was one of the most notorious episodes of the vicious conflict known as the Troubles. Everyone in the neighborhood knew the IRA was responsible. But in a climate of fear and paranoia, no one would speak of it. In 2003, five years after an accord brought an uneasy peace to Northern Ireland, a set of human bones was discovered on a beach. McConville's children knew it was their mother when they were told a blue safety pin was attached to the garments--with so many kids, she had always kept it handy for diapers or ripped clothes. Patrick Radden Keefe's mesmerizing book on the bitter conflict in Northern Ireland and its aftermath uses the McConville case as a starting point for the tale of a society wracked by a violent guerrilla war, a war whose consequences have never been reckoned with. The brutal violence seared not only people like the McConville children but also IRA members embittered by a peace that fell far short of the goal of a united Ireland and left them wondering whether the killings they committed were not justified acts of war but simple murders. From radical and impetuous IRA terrorists such as Dolours Price, who, when she was barely out of her teens, was already planting bombs in London and targeting informers for execution, to the ferocious IRA mastermind known as The Dark, to the spy games and dirty schemes of the British Army, to Gerry Adams, who negotiated the peace but betrayed his hardcore comrades by denying his IRA past--this book conjures a world of passion, betrayal, vengeance, and anguish."--Dust jacket.

373 ESS VT REF Essex Junction high school yearbook. s.n. / 1916

"Berlitz Phrasebook and Dictionary French: a convenient, contemporary travel companion from Berlitz's trusted language experts. With its emphasis on conversational usage, and up-to-date language on social media, leisure, business - and more - this is the only phrase book you'll need when exploring France. Includes 3000-word bilingual dictionary. Visually appealing colour-coding system means you can find what you want, when you want, and fast. The simplified Berlitz pronunciation system will ensure you're clearly understood. Stunning colour photography enhances the expert content, and makes this series the most visually attractive phrase book on the market"

599.8851 WAA de Waal, F. B. M. Mama's last hug: animal emotions and what they tell us about ourselves / W.W. Norton & Company, 2019
"A whirlwind tour of new ideas and findings about animal emotions, based on de Waal's renowned studies of the social and emotional lives of chimpanzees, bonobos, and other primates. De Waal discusses facial expressions, animal sentience and consciousness, Mama's life and death, the emotional side of human politics, and the illusion of free will. He distinguishes between emotions and feelings, all the while emphasizing the continuity between our species and other species. And he makes the radical proposal that emotions are
like organs: we don't have a single organ that other animals don't have, and the same is true for our emotions -- Adapted from publisher's description.

Explains how diet therapy can help manage Crohn's disease and colitis and includes an overview of both diseases, treatment options, and recipes.

641.81 JUS Just add sauce: a revolutionary guide to boosting the flavor of everything you cook / America's Test Kitchen, 2018
"Let sauce be your secret weapon in the kitchen with this unique new cookbook from America's Test Kitchen. From dolloping on vegetables to drizzling on steak, simmering up curries, and stir-frying noodles, instantly make everything you cook taste better with hundreds of flavorful, modern sauces paired with easy recipes that put them to use in creative, inspired ways. Many home cooks find sauces to be intimidating, equating them with rarified French restaurant techniques. America's Test Kitchen is knocking down that preconception with this ground-breaking cookbook that brings the flavorful world of sauces to life through the lens of home cooking."--

649.68 BAU Bauer, Susan Wise. Rethinking school: how to take charge of your child's education / W. W. Norton & Company, 2018
"A best-selling expert on education shows how to make the school system work for your child. Our K-12 school system is an artificial product of market forces. It isn't a good fit for all--or even most--students. It prioritizes a single way of understanding the world over all others, pushes children into a rigid set of grades with little regard for individual maturity, and slaps "disability" labels over differences in learning style. Caught in this system, far too many young learners end up discouraged, disconnected, and unhappy. And when they struggle, school pressures parents, with overwhelming force, into "fixing" their children rather than questioning the system. With boldness, experience, and humor, Susan Wise Bauer turns conventional wisdom on its head: When a serious problem arises at school, the fault is more likely to lie with the school, or the educational system itself, than with the child. In five illuminating sections, Bauer teaches parents how to flex the K-12 system, rather than the child. She closely analyzes the traditional school structure, gives trenchant criticisms of its weaknesses, and offers a wealth of advice for parents of children whose difficulties may stem from struggling with learning differences, maturity differences, toxic classroom environments, and even from giftedness (not as much of a "gift" as you might think!). Rethinking School is a guide to one aspect of sane, humane parenting: negotiating the twelve-grade school system in a way that nurtures and protects your child's mind, emotions, and spirit."--

791.4572 SEI Seitz, Matt Zoller. The Sopranos sessions / Abrams Press, 2019
A mobster walked into a psychiatrist's office ... No, it wasn't the start of a joke: it was the start of a program that changed TV history. By shattering preconceptions about the kinds of stories the medium should tell, The Sopranos launched our current age of prestige television. Television critics Alan Sepinwall and Matt Zoller Seitz were among the first to write about the series before it became a cultural phenomenon. To celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the show's debut, they reunite to produce a collection of recaps, conversations, and critical essays covering every episode, as well as new interviews with series creator David Chase. They explore the show's artistry, themes, and legacy, examining its portrayal of Italian Americans, its graphic depictions of violence, and its deep connection to other cinematic and television classics.
813.54 COL  Collins, Kathleen. Notes from a black woman’s diary: selected works of Kathleen Collins / Ecco, an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers, 2019
"A stunning collection of fiction, diary entries, screenplays and scripts by the brilliant African-American artist and filmmaker"--

914.604 SPA  Fodor's essential Spain / Fodor's
Spain remains one of the world's most popular tourist destinations for its cutting-edge cuisine and superior wine, festivals like the running of the bulls in Pamplona, world-class museums like the Museo del Prado, amazing architecture, exciting soccer league, and more. In stunning full-color, Fodor's Essential Spain 2019 puts the best the country has to offer at your fingertips.

917.47 NEW  Balfour, Amy C. New York & the Mid-Atlantic / Lonely Planet, 2019
Lonely Planet's New York & the Mid Atlantic is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Watch the world go by in New York's Central Park, hop between grand sights and museums in Washington DC's National Mall, and explore postcard-perfect Pennsylvania Dutch Country -- all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of New York & the Mid Atlantic and begin your journey now!

An "account of the birth, adolescence, and adulthood of 20th-century Hollywood through the vivid and unashamed life of Los Angeles-born glamour girl, bohemian, artist, muse, sensualist, wit, and pioneering writer Eve Babitz"--

921 CHAST  Chast, Roz, Can’t we talk about something more pleasant? / Bloomsbury, 2014
"In her first memoir, Roz Chast brings her signature wit to the topic of aging parents. Spanning the last several years of their lives and told through four-color cartoons, family photos, and documents, and a narrative as rife with laughs as it is with tears, Chast’s memoir is both comfort and comic relief for anyone experiencing the life-altering loss of elderly parents. When it came to her elderly mother and father, Roz held to the practices of denial, avoidance, and distraction. But when Elizabeth Chast climbed a ladder to locate an old souvenir from the "crazy closet"--with predictable results--the tools that had served Roz well through her parents' seventies, eighties, and into their early nineties could no longer be deployed. While the particulars are Chast-ian in their idiosyncrasies--an anxious father who had relied heavily on his wife for stability as he slipped into dementia and a former assistant principal mother whose overbearing personality had sidelined Roz for decades--the themes are universal: adult children accepting a parental role; aging and unstable parents leaving a family home for an institution; dealing with uncomfortable physical intimacies; managing logistics; and hiring strangers to provide the most personal care" --

921 GOGGINS  Goggins, David. Can’t hurt me: master your mind and defy the odds / Lionscrest Publishing, 2018
For David Goggins, childhood was a nightmare--poverty, prejudice, and physical abuse colored his days and haunted his nights. But through self-discipline, mental toughness, and hard work, Goggins transformed himself from a depressed, overweight young man with no future into a
U.S. Armed Forces icon and one of the world's top endurance athletes. The only man in history to complete elite training as a Navy SEAL, Army Ranger, and Air Force Tactical Air Controller, he went on to set records in numerous endurance events. In this book, he shares his astonishing life story and reveals that most of us tap into only 40% of our capabilities. Goggins calls this The 40% Rule, and his story illuminates a path that anyone can follow to push past pain, demolish fear, and reach their full potential.

921 GOREY  Dery, Mark.  Born to be posthumous: the eccentric life and mysterious genius of Edward Gorey / Little, Brown and Company, 2018
"The definitive biography of Edward Gorey, the eccentric master of macabre nonsense. From The Gashlycrumb Tinies to The Doubtful Guest, Edward Gorey's wickedly funny, deliciously sinister little books have influenced our culture in countless ways, from Tim Burton's movies to Anna Sui's fashion to Neil Gaiman's Coraline to Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate Events. Some call him the Grandfather of Goth (which would've given him the fantods). Just who was this man, who lived with six cats, owned more than 20,000 books, roomed with the poet Frank O'Hara at Harvard, and liked to traipse around in floor-length fur coats, clanking bracelets, and an Edwardian beard? An eccentric, a solitary, an enigmatic auteur of whimsically morbid masterpieces, yes -- but who was the real Edward Gorey behind the Oscar Wildean pose? He published over a hundred books and illustrated works by Samuel Beckett, T. S. Eliot, Edward Lear, John Updike, Charles Dickens, Muriel Spark, Bram Stoker, and John Bellairs (most notably The House with a Clock in Its Walls), among others. At the same time, he was a deeply complicated and secretive man, a reclusive master whose art reflected his obsessions with the disquieting, the darkly amusing, and... other things. Based on newly uncovered correspondence and interviews with Goreyphiles as diverse as John Ashbery, Donald Hall, Lemony Snicket, Neil Gaiman, Edmund White, and Anna Sui, Born to Be Posthumous draws back the curtain on this mysterious genius and his eccentric life." --

Traces the author's post-retirement work as a surgeon and teacher in such remote areas as Nepal and Ukraine, illuminating the challenges of working in difficult regions and finding purposeful work after a career.

921 RINEK  Rinek, Jeffrey L.  In the name of the children: an FBI agent's relentless pursuit of the nation's worst predators / BenBella Books, Inc., 2018
FBI Agent Jeff Rinek is well-known for a number of high-profile investigations, including the Unabomber, the kidnapping of Jaycee Dugard, and the Yosemite Park murders committed by a serial killer named Cary Stayner. This is a deeply personal account of what it's like to work cases when a missing child's life hangs in the balance or when a serial child killer must be identified and stopped before he kills again.

921 SCOVELL  Scovell, Nell.  Just the funny parts: --and a few hard truths about sneaking into the Hollywood boys' club / Dey Street, an imprint of William Morrow, 2018
For more than thirty years, writer, producer and director Scovell worked behind the scenes of iconic TV shows. In 2009, she gave up her behind-the-scenes status when the David Letterman sex scandal broke. Only the second woman ever to write for his show, Scovell used the moment to publicly call out the lack of gender diversity in late-night TV writers' rooms. Her criticisms fueled a cultural debate. Now Scovell is opening up with this fun, honest, and often
shocking account of a nerdy girl from New England fighting her way to the top of the highly-competitive, male-dominated entertainment field.

Polish-born Kramer, president of the Holocaust Resource Foundation at Kean University, recounts her life as a frightened, hungry teenager during the Holocaust who, along with her family, was rescued by righteous gentiles.

940.5412 MAK Makos, Adam. Spearhead: an American tank gunner, his enemy, and a collision of lives in World War II / Ballantine Books, 2019
Clarence Smoyer began the war as a gentle giant, a factory worker from Pennsylvania coal country reluctant to unleash the power of the Sherman tank he crewed. But as his tank platoon fought its way from Normandy to the Rhine and beyond, and he watched his friends cut down one by one, he learned to kill with deadly accuracy and efficiency. His fight would climax in Cologne, in the shadow of the great cathedral, where he took a shot immortalized by a chance photograph—and where he would later forge a friendship with the German tanker he tragically duelled soon after.

"The extraordinary true story of America's forgotten invasion of Russia: one-thousand miles north of Moscow, five-thousand brave U.S. troops from Michigan fought the Red Army during the winter of 1918-1919 in brutal arctic conditions."--Provided by publisher.

VT COLL 323.42 LEG Bailey, Gretchen. The Legal rights of women in Vermont / The Commission, 2017
Handbook about the legal rights of women in Vermont.

VT COLL 974.3 LIN BRO Memories of a mountain town: a bi-centennial commemorative collection of old photographs contributed by her people / s.n., 1976

LARGE PRINT

LP BOWEN Bowen, Rhys. The victory garden / Center Point Large Print, 2019
"From the bestselling author of The Tuscan Child comes a beautiful and heart-rendering novel of a woman's love and sacrifice during the First World War."--

Dr. Leigh Culver loves practicing medicine in Timberlake, Colorado. It is a much-needed change of pace from her stressful life in Chicago. The only drawback is she misses her aunt Helen, the woman who raised her. But it's time that Leigh has her independence, and she hopes the beauty of the Colorado wilderness will entice her aunt to visit often. Helen Culver is an independent woman who lovingly raised her sister's orphaned child. Now, with Leigh grown, it's time for her to live life for herself. The retired teacher has become a successful mystery writer who loves to travel and intends to never experience winter again. When Helen visits Leigh, she is surprised to find her niece still needs her, especially when it comes to sorting out her love life. But the biggest surprise comes when Leigh takes Helen out to Sullivan's Crossing and Helen finds herself falling for the place and one special person. Helen
and Leigh will each have to decide if they can open themselves up to love neither expected to find and seize the opportunity to live their best lives.

LP FORDE Fforde, Jasper. *Early riser / Center Point Large Print, 2019*
"Every Winter, the human population hibernates. Charlie Worthing in his first year with the Winter Consuls, a group responsible for ensuring the hibernatory safe passage of the sleeping masses, is investigating an outbreak of viral dreams which are killing people while trying to avoid the Villains, the Nightwalkers, and the WinterVolk in this fantasy suspense thriller"--

LP HOAG Hoag, Tami. *The boy / Dutton, 2018*
"When Detective Nick Fourcade enters the home of Genevieve Gauthier outside the sleepy town of Bayou Breaux, Louisiana, the bloody crime scene that awaits him is both the most brutal and the most confusing he's ever seen. Genevieve's seven-year-old son, KJ, has been murdered by an alleged intruder, yet Genevieve is alive and well, a witness inexplicably left behind to tell the tale. There is no evidence of forced entry, not a clue that points to a motive. Meanwhile, Nick's wife, Detective Annie Broussard, sits in the emergency room with the grieving Genevieve. A mother herself, Annie understands the emotional devastation this woman is going through, but as a detective she's troubled by a story that makes little sense. Who would murder a child and leave the only witness behind? When the very next day KJ's sometimes babysitter, twelve-year-old Nora Florette, is reported missing, the town is up in arms, fearing a maniac is preying on their children. With pressure mounting from a tough, no-nonsense new sheriff, the media, and the parents of Bayou Breaux, Nick and Annie dig deep into the dual mysteries. But sifting through Genevieve Gauthier's tangled web of lovers and sorting through a cast of local lowlifes brings more questions than answers."--

LP MARGOLIN Margolin, Phillip. *The perfect alibi / Center Point Large Print, 2019*
"A young woman accuses a prominent local college athlete of rape. Convicted on DNA evidence, the athlete swears his innocence. When a second rape occurs, DNA evidence again points to the imprisoned athlete. As young lawyer Robin Lockwood searches for answers, she finds herself enmeshed in a tangled web of buried secrets, lies, and violence"--

LP NATT OCH DAG Natt och Dag, Niklas. *The wolf and the watchman / Center Point Large Print, 2019*
"Niklas Natt och Dag paints a deliciously dark portrait of late 18th century Stockholm, and the frightful yet fascinating reality lurking behind the powdered and painted veneer of the era in this historical thriller that was named Best Debut Novel of 2017 by the Swedish Academy of Crime Writers"--

LP OWENS Owens, Delia. *Where the crawdads sing / Random House Large Print, 2018*
"Fans of Barbara Kingsolver will love this stunning debut novel from a New York Times bestselling nature writer, about an unforgettable young woman determined to make her way in the wilds of North Carolina, and the two men that will break her isolation open. For years, rumors of the "Marsh Girl" have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina coast. She's barefoot and wild; unfit for polite society. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals immediately suspect Kya Clark. But Kya is not what they say. Abandoned at age ten, she has survived on her own in the marsh that she calls home. A born naturalist with just one day of school, she takes life lessons from the land, learning from the false signals of fireflies the real way of this world. But while she could have lived in solitude forever, the time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved. Drawn to two
young men from town, who are each intrigued by her wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a new and startling world—until the unthinkable happens. In Where the Crawdads Sing, Owens juxtaposes an exquisite ode to the natural world against a heartbreaking coming of age story and a surprising murder investigation. Thought-provoking, wise, and deeply moving, Owens’s debut novel reminds us that we are forever shaped by the children we once were, and that we are all subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that nature keeps”--

Ten-year-old Patrick O’Brien is a natural target at school. Shy, dyslexic, and small for his age, he tries to hide his first-grade reading level from everyone: from his classmates, from the grandfather who cares for him, and from the teachers who are supposed to help him. But the real trouble begins when Patrick is accused of attacking a school aide. The aide promptly quits and sues the boy, his family, and the school district. Patrick’s grandfather turns to the law firm of Rosato & DiNunzio for help and Mary DiNunzio is on the case. Soon Mary becomes Patrick’s true champion and his only hope for security and justice. But there is more to the story than meets the eye and Patrick might be more troubled than he seems. With twists at every turn and secrets about the family coming to light, Mary DiNunzio might have found the case that can make her a true protector, or break her heart.

AUDIO-VISUAL

CD MAC  MacManus, James. Ike and Kay / Blackstone Audio, 2018
In 1942, Kay Summersby’s life is changed forever when she is conscripted to drive General Eisenhower on his fact-finding visit to wartime London. So begins a tumultuous relationship that, against all military regulation, sees Kay traveling with Eisenhower on missions before the final assault on Nazi Germany.

CD WIN  Wingate, Lisa. Before we were yours / a novel / Random House Audio, 2018
Memphis, 1939. Twelve-year-old Rill Foss and her four younger siblings live a magical life aboard their family’s Mississippi River shantyboat. But when their father must rush their mother to the hospital one stormy night, Rill is left in charge—until strangers arrive in force. Thrown into a Tennessee Children’s Home Society orphanage, the Foss children find themselves at the mercy of the facility’s cruel director. Aiken, South Carolina, present day. Born into wealth and privilege, Avery Stafford seems to have it all, but when Avery returns home to help her father weather a health crisis, a chance encounter leaves her with uncomfortable questions and compels her to take a journey through her family’s long-hidden history, on a path that will ultimately lead either to devastation or to redemption.

DVD BAS  Basic instinct / Lions Gate Home Entertainment, 2006
Nick Curran is a tough but vulnerable detective. Catherine Tramell is a cold, calculating, and beautiful novelist with an insatiable sexual appetite. Catherine becomes a prime suspect when her boyfriend is brutally murdered. Obsessed with cracking the case, Nick descends into San Francisco’s forbidden underground.

DVD 201.3 JOS  Joseph Campbell: the hero’s journey: a biographical portrait / Acacia | Distributed by Acorn Media / 2006
The story of how Campbell discovered his own bliss and followed it, becoming one of the most influential thinkers of our time.
Talal Derki returned to his Syrian homeland where he gained the trust of a radical Islamist family, sharing their daily life for over two years. His camera focuses primarily on the children, providing an extremely rare insight into what it means to grow up with a father whose only dream is to establish an Islamic caliphate. Osama and his brother Ayman both love and admire their father and obey his words, but while Osama seems content to follow the path of Jihad, Ayman wants to go back to school.

"Mythic Journeys is an inventive fusion of documentary, story, artwork and animation. Despite the fact that myth has always existed, surprisingly few people today are aware of even the classic myths or the potential myths have to impact their lives. Myths are the reservoir of human wisdom - the story and the meaning of life. Every human being has asked the questions who am I, what is my purpose, why am I here? The answers are in the myths that have been passed on from generation to generation. Mythology is a tool that can bridge cultures, communities and generations. Through this film we hope to inspire people to activism and show that by helping others we ultimately help ourselves. There is a saying, "Love without action is meaningless, but action without love is irrelevant." It's time to act, it's time to evolve. We are the ancestors of the future. Thousands of years from now we are going to be those handprints on the cave walls. And people will look back and say those were our ancestors; what did they do? They say they lived their lives to the fullest. So, it doesn't matter how we die, it only matters how we live. Every life is a story and that story can change the world"--Internet movie database.

Set against the magical backdrop of the Arctic, this documentary follows the life-changing journey of two newborn polar bear cubs as they leave their den for the first time. Bravely led by their mother, the cubs must make the perilous voyage to the sea to feed. Encountering many dangers along the way, including arctic foxes, roaming bears ready to kill, extreme weather, snowdrifts, and ice cracks, they undertake an epic survival challenge.

Despite attempts by his friends, loved ones and his new girlfriend to dissuade him from this dangerous feat, Alex Honnold, the worlds most accomplished free soloist climber, prepares mentally and physically for his most daring adventure to date: scaling the 3200-foot El Capitan in Yosemite without a rope or safety gear. If he succeeds, it will mark the largest wall he, or anyone else, for that matter, has ascended without any kind of equipment.

Brooklyn Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm campaigned to become the Democratic Party's presidential nominee in 1972. From the announcement of her candidacy in January to the Democratic National Convention in Miami that July. Chisholm's fight for inclusion encompassed all Americans "who agree that the institutions of this country belong to all of the people who inhabit it." Shunned by the political establishment, Chisholm asks people of color, feminists and young voters for their support to "reshape our society and take control of our destiny ..." To the surprise of many, voters responded.
DVD 973.2 WAR  The war that made America / PBS Home Video, 2005
A documentary of the French and Indian War, a precursor to the American Revolution, discussing the role of young George Washington, then a British soldier, in the conflict, and including battle reenactments.

"In the mid-1640s, barely 20 years after Europeans began permanent settlement in Massachusetts, the Puritan leaders of the new colony embarked upon an ambitions iron-making venture, building and operating a large-scale plant that was among the most advanced in the world. This 12-minute program introduces you to the story of this iron-making venture on the Saugus River and how its successes and failures contributed to the development of an entire American industry"--container

DVD 974.45 TO  To the farthest port of the rich east: Salem Maritime National Historic Site / National Park Service
Spanning a period of over three centuries, the story of maritime Salem, Massachusetts, is a stirring saga of humans using the sea. This is the story of merchant adventurers, and mariners, whose enterprise and daring transformed a tiny, uncertain settlement into a major international seaport.

DVD ALP Alpha / Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2018
In the last Ice Age, while on a hunt with his tribe's most elite group, a young man is injured and left for dead. Awakening to find himself broken and alone, he must learn to survive and navigate the harsh and unforgiving wilderness. Reluctantly taming a lone wolf abandoned by its pack, the pair learns to rely on each other and become unlikely allies, enduring countless dangers and overwhelming odds in order to find their way home before the deadly winter arrives.

DVD ANG S.1 Angel / Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2002
Angel, the dashing demon from Buffy the Vampire Slayer, embarks on his own supernatural adventures in Los Angeles. City of Angels. City of Broken Dreams. Between pervasive evil and countless temptations lurking beneath the city's glittery facade, L.A. is the ideal address for a fallen vampire looking to save a few lost souls and, in turn, perhaps redeem his own.

DVD ANG S.2 Angel / Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008
Angel, the vampire with a soul, embarks on adventures in Los Angeles.

DVD ANG S.3 Angel / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008
A vampire cursed with a soul, Angel tries to help people with supernatural problems while seeking his own redemption.

DVD ANG S.4 Angel / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2006
The hit Buffy spin-off about a vampire trying to redeem himself and regain his humanity while living in Los Angeles. Includes all 22 episodes from the fourth season.

DVD ANG S.5 Angel / Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2004
"The Angel Investigations team is stunned when the senior partners of Wolfram and Hart give them control of the L.A. office. The gang quickly moves in, and although everyone is
delighted at the amazing resources they now have at their command, they can't stop wondering what the catch is. But the biggest mystery of all revolves around a small package Angel receives containing an amulet and a handful of dust—which coalesces into a very-much-alive Spike."—Set container.

**DVD AQU**  *Aquaman / Warner Bros. Home Entertainment,*  **2019**
An action-packed adventure that reveals the origin story of half-human, half-Atlantean Arthur Curry and takes him on the journey of his lifetime, one that will not only force him to face who he really is but to discover if he is worthy of who he was born to be—a king.

**DVD AT**  *At eternity's gate / Lions Gate Entertainment,*  **2019**
The last years of the great French painter Vincent van Gogh are dramatized. The focus is on the time the artist spent in Ales and Auvers-sur-Oise, France. The art of painting itself and the painter's relationship with the concept of infinity are central themes. Not an exhaustive overview of all events in the final years of Van Gogh's life, but focuses on key elements the artist experienced as he struggled with mental turmoil and produced some of his greatest masterpieces.

**DVD BEL**  *Beloved / Touchstone Home Video,*  **1999**
After Paul D. finds his old slave friend Sethe in Ohio and moves in with her and her daughter Denver, a strange girl comes along by the name of "Beloved". Sethe & Denver take her in and then strange things start to happen.

**DVD BIR**  *Birdsong / PBS Distribution,*  **2012**
*Birdsong* is the story of Stephen Wraysford, a young Englishman who arrives in Amiens in Northern France to stay with the Azaire family and falls desperately in love with Isabelle Azaire. They begin an illicit and all-consuming affair, but the relationship falters. Years later, Stephen finds himself serving on the Western Front in the very area where he experienced his great love. He must learn to endure the ravages of war and make peace with his feelings for Isabelle.

**DVD BIS**  *The bishop's wife / MGM Home Entertainment Inc.,*  **2001**
This Christmastime angelic intervention sparkles with good humor as Dudley the angel is sent to help a bishop and his wife survive their attempt to finance a new cathedral.

**DVD BLA**  *Blades of glory / Paramount Home Entertainment,*  **2007**
Bitter men’s figure skating rivals Chazz Michael Michaels and Jimmy MacElroy brawl after tying for the gold medal at the world championships. Banned for life from the men's single skating competition, these archrivals find a loophole that will allow them to skate again as a figure skating pair.

**DVD BOH**  *Bohemian Rhapsody / Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment,*  **2019**
An enthralling celebration of Queen, their music, and their extraordinary lead singer Freddie Mercury, who defied stereotypes and convention to become one of history's most beloved entertainers. Following Queen's meteoric rise, their revolutionary sound and Freddie's solo career, the film also chronicles the band's reunion, and one of the greatest performances in rock history.
Can you ever forgive me? / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2019
Lee Israel made her living in the '70s and '80s profiling the likes of Katharine Hepburn, Tallulah Bankhead, Estee Lauder and journalist Dorothy Kilgallen. When Lee is no longer able to get published because she has fallen out of step with current tastes, she turns her art form to deception, abetted by her loyal friend Jack. An adaptation of the memoir, the true story of best-selling celebrity biographer (and friend to cats).

Casanova / Touchstone Home Entertainment | Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, 2006
Casanova has to begin searching for a wife. He is a womanizer with many conquests and if he cannot show he is living a more respectable life, the Church will throw him out of Venice. He is quickly engaged to Victoria, a woman with a pure reputation. As soon as that is arranged, he meets Francesca, a feminist who hates all he stands for. He pretends to be someone else to get into her good graces, and soon finds out she is engaged to Papprizzio, a man whom she has never met. Meanwhile, arriving in Venice to find Casanova, is Pucci, one of the Vatican's most known and feared inquisitors. Francesca falls in love with Casanova, who is pretending to be the Lard king himself. Francesca's brother Donato is in love with Victoria and her mother Andrea wants Francesca to marry a man of substance.

Clash of the Titans / Warner Home Video, 2010
The tale of Perseus's courageous exploits to rescue Andromeda from a sea monster.

Death to Smoochy / Warner Home Video, 2002
Venom-laced and the raucous rivalry of scandalized former kid-show host Rainbow Randolph and his squeaky-clean replacement, Sheldon Mopes, a.k.a. Smoochy the Rhino. Randolph is insanely obsessed with getting his job back, but Smoochy's a smash, and their war for kid-vid supremacy places a jaded "KidNet" producer in the middle of a Rainbow/Rhino smackdown.

Derailed / Genius Products, 2006
Charles is a financially successful Chicago advertising director with a sick daughter and a slightly troubled marriage. Charles has a chance encounter with Lucinda, a lovely and quick-witted financial advisor who is also stuck in marital rut. Their chemistry is instant, but their eventual one-night-stand is interrupted by a mugger, who is out to milk Charles for every dollar he's got.

Dracula untold / Universal Studios Home Entertainment, 2015
As his kingdom is being threatened by the Turks, young prince Vlad Tepes must become a monster feared by his own people in order to obtain the power needed to protect his own family, and the families of his kingdom.

Fahrenheit 11/9 / Briarcliff Entertainment, 2018
Filmmaker Michael Moore examines the current state of American politics, particularly the Donald Trump presidency and gun violence, while highlighting the power of grassroots democratic movements. --

The favourite / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2019
Early eighteenth-century England is at war with the French. A frail Queen Anne occupies the throne, and her friend Lady Sarah tends to her ill health. When a new servant Abigail arrives, Sarah takes her under her wing, and Abigail sees a chance at a return to her aristocratic
roots. As the politics of war become time-consuming for Sarah, Abigail steps in to fill in as the Queen's companion. Their growing friendship gives her a chance to fulfill her ambitions, and no one will stand in her way.

**DVD FIR**  
**First man / Universal Pictures Home Entertainment, 2019**  
The story behind the first manned mission to the moon, focusing on Neil Armstrong and the decade leading to the historic Apollo 11 flight. The film explores the triumphs and the cost, on Armstrong, his family, his colleagues and the nation itself of one of the most dangerous missions in history.

**DVD FRO**  
**Frozen / Distributed by Anchor Bay Entertainment / 2010**  
A typical day on the slopes turns into a chilling nightmare for three snowboarders when they get stranded on the chairlift before their last run. As the ski patrol switches off the lights, they realize with growing panic that they've been left behind, dangling high off the ground with no way down.

**DVD BER**  
**F. Scott Fitzgerald's Bernice bobs her hair / Monterey Video | Distributed by Monterey Media, inc., 2004**  
It's the hot summer of 1919. While visiting her cousin Marjorie, sweet-but-dull Bernice is transformed into a smooth-talking man-trap by her vampish cousin. However, the "make-over" works too well, as Bernice becomes the belle of the ball, captivating every boy's interest...even Marjorie's boyfriend Warren. The now worldly Bernice has the last laugh.

**DVD GHO**  
**Ghost story / Universal Studios, 2004**  
Four elderly men who gather once a week to thrill each other with tales of terror find one of their scariest stories coming to life. A woman they mistakenly left for dead fifty years earlier returns to life to get revenge. Based on Peter Straub's book.

**DVD GIR**  
**The girl in the spider's web / Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2019**  
Journalist Mikael Blomkvist and young computer hacker Lisbeth Salander find themselves caught in a web of cybercriminals, corrupt government officials, and spies.

**DVD GRE**  
**Green book / Universal Pictures Home Entertainment, 2019**  
When Tony Lip, a bouncer from an Italian-American neighborhood in the Bronx, is hired to drive Dr. Don Shirley, a world-class Black pianist, on a concert tour from Manhattan to the Deep South, they must rely on The Green Book to guide them to the few establishments that were then safe for African-Americans. Confronted with racism, danger, as well as unexpected humanity and humor, they are forced to set aside differences to survive and thrive on the journey of a lifetime. Inspired by a true friendship.

**DVD HAN**  
**The hangover / Warner Bros. Entertainment, 2013**  
The continuing misadventures of the Wolfpack. After the death of his father, Alan turns to the Wolfpack in his time of grief. This time, there's no wedding, no bachelor party, just one simple road trip. What could possibly go wrong?
**DVD HAN**  The hand that rocks the cradle / Hollywood Pictures Home Video | Buena Vista Home Video distributor, 1998
When a gynecologist commits suicide after being accused of sexually molesting a patient, his wife deceptively becomes the live-in housekeeper for the woman and, as a bizarre form of revenge, proceeds to make the woman's family her own.

**DVD HAR S.1**  Hart to Hart / Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2005
Jonathan Hart was a self-made millionaire, and his wife Jennifer was a freelance journalist. They were both amateur sleuths, and in every episode found themselves up to their eyeballs in murder, smuggling, theft, and international espionage.

**DVD HUN**  Krauss, Alison.  A hundred miles or more: live from the Tracking Room / Rounder Records, 2008
Bluegrass singer Alison Krauss performs live in the studio with her band Union Station and special guest musicians including Brad Paisley, James Taylor, John Waite and Tony Rice.

**DVD IF**  If Beale street could talk / Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2019
A timeless love story set in early 1970s Harlem involving newly engaged nineteen-year-old Tish and her fiance Fonny who have a beautiful future ahead. But their plans are derailed when Fonny is arrested for a crime he did not commit. Now the pair and their families must fight for justice in the name of love and the promise of the American dream.

**DVD INV**  The invention of lying / Distributed by Warner Home Video, 2010
Mark is a desperate unemployed writer who lives in a world where everyone unfailingly tells the truth. People don't even know what fiction is. Every thought, no matter how humiliating or harsh, tumbles out unvarnished. Then one day, Mark becomes so desperate he concocts a lie. In a world where everyone is unfailingly honest, a lie is believed with total and absolute gullibility. Mark can get anything he wants. The one thing he truly wants is the love of a girl named Anna who happens to be the one person he can't bring himself to lie to.

**DVD IRO**  Ironclad / Arc Entertainment, 2011
"It is the year 1215 and England is on the brink of a bloody Civil War. The Magna Carta, a landmark contract between the King and his subjects, upholds the rights of the people of England and promises to bestow a fragile peace on the kingdom. Yet, barely four months since putting his royal seal to the charter, the sly and deceitful King John (PAUL GIAMATTI) amasses a powerful mercenary army and plans to destroy all those who signed the legendary charter, in order to once again seize absolute control of the country. Hearing news of their despised ruler's intentions, a Templar Knight (JAMES PUREFOY), hastily assembles a band of noble barons prepared to hole up inside the virtually impenetrable walls of Rochester Castle in order to protect the people's rights. There they must rely on their superior swordsmanship and sheer determination to defend their freedom, defeat the forces of an oppressive King and bring justice to the people of England."--Container

**DVD LAY**  Layer cake / Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2005
Planning to retire and begin a new life, Mr. X is a successful West End drug dealer who has been asked for one last favor: to negotiate the sale of one million hits of Ecstasy. Unfortunately for Mr. X, the pills were stolen from a Serbian drug lord who'll cut off his head if he sells them. And with a London crime czar promising to retire him permanently if he doesn't, Mr. X may be rightfully concerned about his future.
DVD LIF  The life of Emile Zola / Turner Entertainment Co. | Warner Home Video, 2005
Explores the career of the novelist who championed the cause of France’s oppressed.

DVD MAL  Malcolm X / Distributed by Warner Home Video, 2010
Born Malcolm Little, his minister father was killed by the Ku Klux Klan. He became a gangster, and while in jail discovered the Nation of Islam writings of Elijah Muhammad. After getting out of jail, he preaches the teachings, but later on goes on a pilgrimage to the city of Mecca. There he converts to the original Islamic religion and becomes a Sunni Muslim. He changes his name to El-Hajj Malik Al-Shabazz and stops his anti-white teachings, having discovered the error of his mistakes. He is later assassinated and dies a Muslim martyr.

DVD MAN  Man in an orange shirt / PBS Distribution, 2018
From novelist Patrick Gale comes a tender, powerful film sure to spark conversation about outdated attitudes and equal rights. Two love stories set 60 years apart are linked by a secret that echoes through generations, from a forbidden relationship impossible during WWII, contrasted with a present-day romance that is nearly derailed by the 1940s tale with which it is deeply intertwined.

DVD MAR  Mary queen of Scots / Focus Features, Universal Pictures Home Entertainment, 2019
Queen of France at sixteen, widowed at eighteen, Mary Stuart defies pressure to remarry and instead returns to her native Scotland to reclaim her rightful throne. By birth, she also has a rival claim to the throne of Elizabeth I, who rules as the Queen of England. Mary asserts her claim to the English throne, threatening Elizabeth’s sovereignty. Betrayal, rebellion, and conspiracies within each court imperil both Queens, driving them apart, as each woman experiences the bitter cost of power.

DVD MIC  Michael Collins / Warner Home Video, 1997
Presents the life of an Irish man whose dreams inspired hope, whose words ignited passion, and whose courage forged a nation’s destiny.

DVD MIL  Million dollar baby / Warner Home Video, 2004
Frankie is a former boxing manager, who initially refuses to train Maggie due to her gender and age. With her talent and his coaching the spirited young fighter rises through the ranks of women’s boxing, and the pair form a touching bond in the process.

DVD MRS  Mrs. Palfrey at the Claremont / Westlake Entertainment, 2006
Mrs. Palfrey, an elegant, genteel widow, came from Scotland to London to take up residence at the Claremont Hotel. Though she had high hopes for the cosmopolitan pleasures of living in a big city, she is soon filled with a sense of uneasiness and gloom.

DVD MUR S.2  Murder, she wrote / Universal Pictures, 2005
Rejoin Jessica Fletcher, everyone’s favorite mystery writer, back in Cabot Cove, as she continues her quest to find the truth in even the murkiest circumstances.

DVD MUR S.3  Murder, she wrote / Universal Studios Home Entertainment, 2006
Mystery writer Jessica Fletcher solves murders in her hometown and while traveling.
**DVD MUR S.4** *Murder, she wrote / Universal Studios Home Entertainment*, 2006  
Jessica Fletcher, a famous mystery writer, has a knack for solving murders on and off the page that will have you guessing whodunit until the very end.

**DVD MUR S.5** *Murder, she wrote / Universal Studios Home Entertainment*, 2007  
This season takes novelist-turned-detective, Jessica Fletcher, from not-so-sleepy Cabot Cove to the dangerous bright lights of New York City and beyond. From uncovering false fortune seekers to tracking down two-faced killers, Jessica is always there to catch the culprit and pen the final solution to the case.

**DVD NCI S.1** *NCIS, Naval Criminal Investigative Service / Paramount Pictures*, 2006  
A team of special agents, operating outside the military chain of command, must investigate any crime with pieces of evidence connected to Navy and Marine Corps personnel, regardless of rank or position.

**DVD NCI S.2** *NCIS. Naval Criminal Investigative Service / Paramount*, 2006  
An elite team of agents investigates crime within the Navy community outside the military chain of command.

**DVD NCI S.3** *NCIS, Naval Criminal Investigative Service / Paramount Home Entertainment | CBS DVD*, 2007  
Join Special Agent Jethro Gibbs, his partner Special Agent Anthony DiNozzo, Agent Caitlin Todd, and the rest of the investigators of the Naval Criminal Investigative Service as they take on all crimes tied to the Navy or Marines.

**DVD NCI S.4** *NCIS, Naval Criminal Investigative Service / Paramount Home Entertainment | CBS DVD*, 2007  
Season four continues the adventures of a cutting-edge crew of special agents who operate outside the government's chain of command. Led by Leroy Jethro Gibbs, a former Marine whose skills as an investigator are unmatched, this highly trained, tight-knit team travels the world investigating murder, espionage, and terrorism.

**DVD NCI S.5** *NCIS, Naval Criminal Investigative Service / Paramount Home Entertainment | CBS DVD*, 2008  
Television series about an elite team of special agents that bravely battle spies, kidnappers, murderers, and terrorists around the world. This season is marked by mysterious secrets among the cutting-edge crew and an explosive showdown with an elusive arms dealer.

**DVD NCI S.6** *NCIS, Naval Criminal Investigative Service / Paramount Home Entertainment*, 2009  
NCIS Special Agent Jethro Gibbs leads his team to investigate all crimes dealing with the U.S. Navy or U.S. Marine Corps. The team continues to deal with a death of one of its own while being broken up by the new director. They find a mole within their ranks, solve a murder at a Marine base, and a home invasion right before Christmas. McGee becomes a hostage at a women’s prison, while Abby is recruited to help out when a government scientist goes missing.
Focuses on the sometimes complex and always amusing dynamics of a team of special agents forced to work together in high-stress situations. From murder and espionage to terrorism and stolen submarines, these special agents travel the globe to investigate all crimes with Navy or Marine Corps ties.

An elite team of agents investigates crime within the Navy community outside the military chain of command.

Special Agent Jethro Gibbs continues to lead the team at the Navel Criminal Investigative Service as they probe into intense military matters, including national security breaches, a secret society of superheroes, and brutal murders, one of which drops them in the heart of Afghanistan and another which leads them to a long-lost agent.

The residents of a small town flee their homes in 1944 Italy to avoid both the retreating German and the advancing American army.

In the Australian outback during the 1880s, Charlie Burns is presented with an impossible proposition by local law enforcement. The only way for him to save his younger brother from the gallows is to find and kill his psychotic older brother within nine days. Local law enforcer Captain Stanley has recently arrived from Britain and is facing problems of his own as he tries to shield his innocent wife from the brutalities of their new surroundings and deal with mounting pressures from renegade natives and his superior.

Mike Sullivan works as a hitman for crime boss John Rooney in Depression-era Chicago. When Mike's son accidentally witnesses what his father does for a living, Mike is on the run, trying to save his son's life while at the same time, looking for revenge on those who wronged him.

In 1935, 99-year-old former slave Shadrach asks to be buried on the soil where he was born to slavery, and that land is owned by the large Dabney family, consisting of Vernon, Trixie and their seven children, and to bury a black man on that land is a violation of strict Virginia law.

Secret agent Matt Helm tries to save the day when a mascaraed megalomaniac and his dastardly organization plot to sabotage America's atomic missile system.

At a charity gambling benefit aboard the S.S. Fortune, the tables are hot, the jazz is hotter and before you know it, a bandleader's body is growing cold. They're playing your song Nick & Nora Charles!
**DVD SQU**  The squid and the whale / Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2006
Based on the true childhood experiences of Noah Baumbach and his brother, tells the touching story of two young boys dealing with their parents’ divorce in Brooklyn in the 1980s. The patriarch of an eccentric Brooklyn family claims to once have been a great novelist, but ultimately decided to settle into a teaching job. When his wife discovers a writing talent of her own, jealousy divides the family. The two teenage sons are forced to forge new relationships with their parents. Their mom begins dating her younger son's tennis coach. Meanwhile, dad has an affair with the student his older son is pursuing.

**DVD STA**  Stan & Ollie / Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2019
One of the world's great comedy teams set out on a variety hall tour of Britain in 1953. Diminished by age and with their golden era as the kings of Hollywood comedy now behind them, they face an uncertain future. As the charm and beauty of their performances shine through, they re-connect with their adoring fans. The tour becomes a hit, but Stan and Ollie can't quite shake the specter of Laurel and Hardy's past.

**DVD STA**  A star is born / Warner Home Video, 2006
Rock star John Norman Howard has noticed that his career has begun to decline. Too many years of concerts, bad managers and life on the road have made him cynical. Then he meets the innocent, pure and very talented singer Esther Hoffman. John shows Esther the way to stardom while forsaking his own career. As they fall in love, her success only makes his decline even more apparent.

**DVD SWI**  Swingers / Miramax Home Entertainment, 1999
Hip and hilarious look at a fun group of friends who spend their days looking for work and their nights hanging out in Hollywood's coolest after-hours spots.

**DVD TAV**  The Taviani Brothers collection / Cohen Media Group, Entertainment One Film USA LLC, 2016
Padre Padrone: Gavino is six when his father hauls him out of school to keep watch over sheep on a barren countryside, huddled in a makeshift hut night and day. The child is constantly abused by his father who treats him as his own father treated him. When the illiterate Gavino is commanded by his father to join the army, he learns a trade and a new concept of life, discovering the outside world and his own identity within it. | Night of the shooting stars: Set in the summer of 1944 in a small Tuscan town caught between the threat of destruction by the retreating German forces and the advancing American army, this is a bedtime story told by a mother to her child. A recollection of her experience during the war which takes on the quality of fairytale as seen through the eyes of a six year old. | Kaos: Freely adapted from Luigi Pirandello's Novelle per un anno, the film consists of four separate tales portraying Sicilian peasant life at the turn of the 20th century.

**DVD THO**  The thorn birds / Warner Bros., 2004
The epic story of a priest torn between God and human passion and a beautiful girl desiring only what she cannot have, spanning five decades of ambition, fear, longing and revenge, and set against the vast horizons of Australia's Outback.
**DVD TWE** 21 grams / Universal Pictures, 2006
A violent car accident unexpectedly throws together the lives of a college professor, an ex-con and a young mother with a reckless past. The crossing of their paths takes them through the heights of love, the depths of revenge and the promise of redemption.

**DVD VIS** Vision quest / Distributed by Warner Home Video, 2011
High school wrestler Louden Swain is a man obsessed, trying to shed 23 pounds in a dangerously short time and take on Shute, the undefeated, tough-as-nails 168-pound champion who's the best wrestler in the state.

**DVD WIF** The wife / Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2019
The story of the couple's youthful passion and ambition interwoven with a portrait of a marriage, thirty-plus years later, a lifetime's shared compromises, secrets, betrayals, and mutual love.

**DVD XFI S.8** The X-files: season 8 / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008
Two FBI agents, Fox Mulder the believer and Dana Scully the skeptic investigate the strange and unexplained while hidden forces work to impede their efforts.

**TV DVD BRO S.2** Brothers and sisters Season 2 / Abc Studios, 2008
Sarah and Saul try to save the family company, while Tommy goes into business with Holly. Sarah and Joe divorce, Kitty and Robert get married. All episodes from Season 2, plus exclusive bonus features.

**TV DVD HAN S.2** The handmaid's tale / Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2018
The Emmy and Golden Globe award-winning drama series returns with a second season shaped by Offred's pregnancy and her ongoing fight to free her future child from the dystopian horrors of Gilead. In season two, Offred and all our characters will fight against or succumb to this dark truth.

**TV DVD JAM S.1 & 2** Jamestown / Carnival Film & Television Limited, 2019
1619. The British colony of Jamestown, Virginia is shaken up when the first women in twelve years land in this breathtaking wilderness. While love triangles, bitter rivalries, and fierce competition cause conflict for the residents and the native inhabitants, the Pamunkey, they are bound together by their resolute will to survive and thrive in their new lives.

**TV DVD MUR S.11** Murdoch mysteries / Acorn Media, 2018
Following the shocking cliffhanger last season, Station House Number Four attempts to clear Murdoch's name after he is arrested for murder. Along the way, they encounter the greatest minds of the time, including Helen Keller, Alexander Graham Bell and Theodore Roosevelt.

**TV DVD SHA** Sharp objects / HBO Home Video; distributed by Warner Home Video, 2018
A reporter confronts the psychological demons from her past when she returns to her hometown to cover a violent murder.

**TV DVD TRU S.6** True blood / Distributed by Warner Home Video, 2014
Season six introduces several jarring storylines. As "Billith" comes to terms with his newfound powers after emerging from a pool of blood at the end of season five, Louisiana governor Truman Burrell declares open season on vampires, replete with novel anti-vamp weapons and
high-tech internment camp. Sookie and Jason steel themselves for an encounter with the killer of their parents; the mysterious and ancient Warlow.

**TV DVD TRU S.7 True blood / HBO Home Entertainment, 2014**
The seventh and final season of this supernatural drama series from HBO. In the end, some of True Blood's most beloved figures will meet cruel fates, while others will cheat death (true and otherwise) to forge happily-ever-after relationships that will leave fans surprised and, ultimately, satisfied.

**GAM FAC  Fact or crap : It's your call! / Imagination Entertainment, 2006**
Trivia card game, decide if the trivia statement is fact or crap.

**GAME BIR  Bird bingo / Magma for Laurence King, 2012**
"This beautifully illustrated bingo features 64 species of birds from around the world. Spot all kinds of birds, from the robin to the puffin and the kookaburra to the splendid fairywren, gather them together to complete your set, and bingo! Bird Bingo brings a fun and educational twist to the traditional game as players learn the names and colourings of both their favourite species and weird and wonderful exotic birds."--Container.

**GAME MEX  Mexican train game / Fundex Games, 2008**
Each player plays out a chain of dominoes--called a train--from the center domino, or plays on the common domino chain, called the Mexican Train

**GAME SEQ  Sequence: an exciting game of strategy / JAX LTD., INC., 1995**
"Play a card from your hand, place your chip on a corresponding space on the board ... when you have five in a row, it's a sequence. Learn to block your opponents -- remove their chips. Watch out for Jacks ... they're wild!"--Container.